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Message from Mrs Stout
We have a great final week coming up and what a week we have just had!
Summer fair, attendance assembly, transition to new classes and Y4
residential. It is no wonder we are tired.
However the creativity just keeps coming—look at this from the LEAP lot–
made using natural and man made materials! WOW– so lifelike:

Mrs Masey sent this photograph of the finished cushions made by Y5—
much stitching, patience and concentration has gone into these!

SATS results– we had our Y6 results this week and they were superb. This reflects a whole school effort into
the education of the Y6 cohort but special thanks to the Y6 teaching team and also to the children themselves. They did themselves proud. Y2, Y1 and Reception have all performed very well this term too and I am
excited to see what can be achieved next year.

Bikes/scooters in the playground– most children (and adults) follow our safety rule of not riding a bike or
scooter in the playground but this week someone didn't. This resulted in an accident to one of our reception
children. This really saddens me and I want to make it very clear that anyone not following the rule and who
chooses to ride their bike or scooter in the playground will receive a one week ban from bringing their bike
or scooter onto the school premises. Should this happen twice we would make the ban last a lot longer—
possibly a whole term. Please help us to keep children safe and ensure everyone follows the school rules.
Thank you.

Last week's attendance was 94.9% so a little bit under than where we
want. Six classes achieved over target, they were 2KB, 2RT, 3DCD, 4RE,
5SO & 6PS. Well done all.
On Monday we said thank you and celebrated our exceptional attenders
and rewarded those 20 children who achieved 100%. They received a
certificate from Kop Cat and a medal and by the time this newsletter
goes out we will have returned from hopefully a fantastic and sunny day
at Gulliver's Kingdom theme park.
Another 36 children who achieved over 99% were treated to a film
afternoon on Monday and next week we will be giving out ice creams to
all children who have achieved our target of 95.5%. Let’s hope things
stay positive as we move towards the end of the school year.
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Star badges– well done to all children
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